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NEST PRINT One of the most mysterious and curious moments in the outdoor experience is to 
discover built environments by insects or animal agents. Inspired by the construction 
in nature (by ants, termites, bees, birds, beavers), Nest Print explores an alternative 
architectural construction system using wire-guided stacking method with velcro 
induced self-interlocking blocks. 

Nature re-purposes available materials (twigs, mud, pebbles) while humans build 
new products. Nature builds around the surroundings optimizing for needs while 
human structures dictate nature and customize the environment. Therefore, while 
the agents in nature are much less capable individually than humans, their collective 

ability is highly intelligent. On the contrary, individual human construction can 
be energy efficient, but the collective practice of the buildings by humans is 
not sustainable. Therefore, the Nest Print explores mass-producible affordable 
blocks for imprecise stacking, dropping, and throwing by non-skilled human 
hands to construct precise habitation. Nylon wires can replace formwork to 
guide the direction of stacking. Visitors in the garden can throw blocks during 
the event to build a portal frame structure utilizing an existing tree structure. 
Nest Print is a collaborative additive manufacturing process by everyone.

There is no suggested plants in this proposal.



1. A wire guide for the stacking 
control (braided nylon line)

Nest Print Fabrication Video: https://youtu.be/MCl7h2fjpNk

2-4. The wire allows downward 
stacking for efficient structural 
form making.

6-7. After the portal frame is connected (both from top and 
bottom), the structural form begins to rely on the compression 
force. The wire provides lateral support, which will be replaced by 
existing tree sturcture on site. 

8-9. The designer may complete the safe structural 
form on which visitors can add blocks to make it grow 
with stronger construction.

Nest Print structure in relationship with an existing tree. The portal frame provides about 1.5m clear path for visitors. A proof-of-concept prototype using 3d printed blocks with PETG filaments.
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3d printed unit block assembly uses double-
half lap joint without using bonding agent.
1kg PETG filament can produce about 30 
blocks (0.66 USD per block).


